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FOREWORD
The azimuth and elevation of the sun are routinely determined by a navigator in the air and on the sea to find his vehicle's direction and line of position (LOP] . A sun LOP, when used in conjunction with another LOP obtained from other celestial bodies (moon and Venus) or radio navigational aids, enables the navigator to locate his vehicle's position (latitude and longitude).
The method described in this report to find the sun's azimuth and elevation angles is based on a procedure which the author learned during undergraduate Navigator Training at Mather Air Force Base, CA. It is such an easy method that in a minute's time one can obtain the azimuth and elevation angle of the sun by using two tables: The Air Nautical Almanac and the H.O. 249 Sight Reduction Table. Introduction 1
INTRODUCTION
To obtain data on rotational motions of projectiles in free flight, a device called a "yaw sonde" is used. The working details of the yaw sonde are described in references 1 through 4, Attitude data are obtained during the flight of a missile by making repeated measurements of the angle between the longitudinal axis of the missile and the sun. Any change in this angle can be approximated by a change in attitude of the missile, since the ,sun moves infinitesimally during a projectile's flight time.
In order for the yaw sonde to obtain measurements, it is necessary that the sun be within the field of view scanned by the yaw sonde during the flight of the missile. The interval between the first and last times the sun appears in the field of view for the interesting parts of the trajectory on a given day and at a given location is the "window". To determine the window, the sun position (consisting of azimuth and elevation) must be known or computed from other sun data. References 5 through 7 present various computer methods of determining the window. Common to every method, however, is a requirement for selected input data relative to the sun, which is obtained from references 8 and 9.
This report describes various methods of determining the sun's azimuth and elevation (for any year from 1965 through 2000) and, by the use of the computer program SAZEL, eliminates the requirement for input data obtained from references 8 and 9.
DISCUSSION

Sun Features
The sun exhibits certain features that contribute to its use in the yaw sonde method of measuring missile attitude:
1. Its position can be determined accurately at any instant in time.
2. A change in its position, in relation to the earth, is of so short a duration as to be negligible during the flight of most missiles.
3. It provides ample energy for the functioning of the yaw sonde.
Sun Acquisition by a Yaw Sonde
The signals produced by the yaw sonde can be reduced to the spin rate of the projectile and the angle, y. between the sun vector and the longitudinal axis of the projectile; or the angle, a, between the sun vector and a normal-to-the projectile axis Cfig 2). The convention adopted here is that a is positive if the sun is toward the nose of the projectile and a = 90° -v ar The ARRADCOM yaw sonde is capable of accepting values of y from 30° to 145°; then a may vary froa -55° to +60° .
Data reduction of signals for a typical 155 mm M549 projectile in free flight, using a yaw sonde, are then plotted against the time required to study the dynamic behavior throughout its trajectory. Values of IZREF for each state in the U.S. are given in table 1. For locations outside the U.S., the value of IZREF can be found in reference 8. As an example, the GMT at Yuraa Proving Ground, Arizona, for LMT equals 0830 is found to be 1530 since IZREF equals 0700 according to table 1.
Celestial Angle Relations Figure 1 shows the angular position of the sun and the observer with reference to the earth, along with the symbols and sign conventions. The positional system employed here (ref 12) is one which easily defines the position of an observer en the earth by latitude and longitude. A point on the earth directly beneath the sun, its subpoint (SS, fig 1) , could just as easily be defined by its latitude and longitude. The usual point of reference for longitude (fig 1) is the Greenwich Meridian (GM) 0° longitude. The longitude component of the position of the sun's subpoint, SS, is usually expressed as a hour angle either from the Greenwich Meridian (the Greenwich Hour Angle, GHA.) or from the observer's meridan (the Local Hour Angle, LHA). Longitude is measured east or west from 0° through 180°, but hour angles are always measured westward, either from GM or the observer's meridian from 0° through 360°. The Local Hour Angle is computed as follows:
Many angular measurements, such as those shown in figure 1 , are referenced to the equator (e.g., the latitude of the observer and the declination (Dec) of the sun) or to the celestial horizon for the elevation of the sun. The declination of the sun is also the latitude of its subpoint. Latitude is measured north or south of the equator, 0° through 90° at the poles. Declination is limited to approximately 235f travel north or south of the equator (due to the orbit of the earth about the sun and the tilt of the earth's north-south axis).
Finally, we need to define the angular direction in which to look for the sun. Figure 3 shows that the azimuth of the sun,ZN, from an observer's position, is measured clockwise from north to a line joining the observer's position and the subpoint of the sun.
Determination of GHA and Declination of the Sun
Two methods of finding the GHA and Dec of the sun are presented. The first method requires a simple reference to the Air Nautical Almanac for a specific date and GMT. [ Table 2 is extracted from the almanac (ref 8).] As an example, for 28 Oct 1978 at 1530 GMT, the almanac states that the GHA equals 56° 32.5' (56.542°) and the Dec = S 13° 08.4' (-13.14°). The second method (ref 11) employs the use of  table 3 and is explained in the table. It is an emergency method of computing the sun's GHA and Dec if the almanac is not available. At first glance, it seems cumbersome; but, with practice, the computation is accomplished in a minute's time. Using the same example as above and following the explanation in table 3, we would compute GHA equals 56° 33' (56.55°) and Dec equals S 13° 09' (-13.15°). This method has been programmed into the computer program, SAZEL. User input to the program is explained in appendix A and a listing of SAZEL is provided in appendix B.
Determination of the Sun's LHA, Elevation, and Azimuth
Once the GHA and Dec of the sun have been found, based on the date and GMT, the azimuth (ZN) and elevation (HC) of the sun can be found if we know the latitude and longitude of the observer. Through the use of the Sight Reduction Tables for Air Navigation (ref 11), we can find the azimuth and elevation of the sun. (Table 4 is an extract from reference 11 to use as an example.) Using the GHA and Dec found earlier, and placing the observer at Yuma Pioving Ground, latitude equals 32.8811° and longitude equals 114.3025°, we proceed to find the LHA using equation 3a, thus LHA = 56.5500° -114.3028° LHA = 302,2472° (360° has been added to make LHA positive)
Entering table 4 with the LRA,, Dec, and latitude, we find the azimuth and elevation of the sun by interpolation; thus, HO = 18°11' and Z = ZN = 120°. The computer program, SAZEL, computes HC and ZN using rudimentary principles of trigonometry.
Six Degrees-of-Freedom Simulation of Free Flight Missile Using SAZEL
For a simulated trajectory of a free flight missile, using a modified six degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) trajectory program (ref 13) and SAZEL, the angular motion, a, can be plotted against time as shown in figure 6 . Figure 6 represents a simulation of the 155 mm M549 projectile which was fired at Yuma Proving Ground (ref 10) compared to the actual recorded angular motion shown in figure 4. The azimuth and elevation of the sun can be represented by a vector S, as shown in figure 3 . The vector S can further be represented by unit vector components SI, S2, and S3. The attitude of the missile, as contained in reference 13, is represented by the vector P. Vector P is also represented by its unit vector components PI, P2, and P3. The dot product of these unit vectors enables us to find y and finally, a, which we are ultimately interested in plotting against time. SI, S2, and S3 in the earth frame are as follows: 
Accuracy
The calibration of the yaw sonde is such that system acquisition has been reported to be ± V 3 . The method of computation using SAZEL is reported in the Air Nautical Almanac to be ± 1' (0.017°) for GHA and ± 2' (0.033°) for Dec of the sun. Small errors in the computation of azimuth and elevation would be inherent due to GHA and Dec from the above computation and changing missile position. The effect of changing latitude and longitude after launch on the computation of GHA, LHA, HC, and ZN, can be minimized by using the latitude and longitude at the midpoint of a trajectory. Another error is introduced through the necessary assumption of unchanging altitude from ground level. Finally, an error which affects both computation of sun elevation and data acquisition is atmospheric refraction. Refraction is a complicated function of height above the earth and apparent elevation of the sun. The refraction is further dependent on the temperature of the atmosphere at the height of observation. At any given apparent sun elevation, the refraction decreases with increasing altitude. Refraction is further decreased if the atmosphere is warmer than normal at the height of observation. For the flight of most missiles, the refraction encountered should be no greater than -20' (0.333°) under the worst conditions--sea level, colder than normal atmosphere, and sun on the horizon.
The overall error for ranges under 30km and altitudes from ground level to 30 km, using the midpoint trajectory latitude and longitude, is estimated to he ± if for any simulation.
RESULTS
The reader can compare the manual method of computation for LHA, GHA, AZ and HC to that derived from SAZEL. Very close agreement is shown between the results obtained from the SAZEL program (app A) and those extracted from the Air Almanac and Sightreading Tables, as follows Comparing the actual angular motion in figure 4 to the simulated angular motion in figure 6, close agreement is obvious. Note that the actual flight would result in Sigma N from the apparent sun due to refraction. A suitable aerodynamic coefficient package and the test data (record of firing data for the actual flight) are necessary to obtain accurate results. CONCLUSIONS SAZEL, a computer program, has been developed which determines the azimuth and elevation angles of the sun quickly and accurately, without using tabulated sun data available in the published literature. In comparison with the yaw-sonde method (which does rely on previously published data), SAZEL has been demonstrated to be a viable tool in simulating the angular motion of missiles during free flight.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1, Update, with SAZEL, the ARRADCOM computer program for determining appropriate times (windows) for firing projectiles equipped with yaw sondes. (The trial version is now working.)
2,
Complete the 6-DOF trajectory program using SAZEL which allows computation of projectile angular motion motion (yaw sonde sun angle, Sigma N) vs time for plotting on the ARRADCOM graphics teminal.
(The trial version is now working.) The tangent plane to the earth passing through the observer's position
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The angular distance to the sun measured north or south through 90° from the equator to the subpoint of the sun
The angular distance of the sun above the celestial horizon
The angular distance measured from the Greenwich meridian westward through 360° to the meridian passing through the subpoint of the sun
The prime meridian which passes through Greenwich, England, from which longitude is measured east or west Local time at the Greenwich meridian measured by reference to the mean sun. It is the angle measured along the equator Cand converted to time) from the Greenwich meridian westward through 360° to the meridian passing through the subpoint of the mean sun A time conversion to express local mean time as Greenwich mean time Angular distance measured north or south of the equator along a meridian, 0° through 90°
The angular distance east or west of the Greenwich meridian, measured along a line of " parallel from 0° to 180°
Local Hour Angle
The angular distance measured from the observer's meridian westward through the subpoint of the sun 
